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This thesis presents the results of an experimental
investigation of the finline horn antennas. Both near-field
and far-field measurements were made for horns with
different physical and electrical parameters. This revealed
the influence of the various parameters on the radiation
pattern and led to a design which appears to be close to the
optimum with respect to gain and sidelone levels. The appli-
cation of these horns in a printed circuit monopuise
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Millimeter wave systems offer many advantages over
microwave systems such as broad bandwidth, higher spatial
and frequency resolution, low probability of interference or
interception and small component size. The manufacturing
and interfacing of conventional components at these frequen-
cies can lead to tolarence problems. The integrated circuit
approach at millimeter wavelengths offers great advantages
in terms of design, low insertion losses, compatibility with
hybride IC devices, cost and transition to the waveguide
instruments. Meier (Bef. 1] showed that many components
like a wide band SPST switch, balance mixer, an endfire
antenna and a four- port forward coupler could be manufac-
tured using finline technology.
This thesis investigates the possibility of using the
near-field antenna testing technique to improve the design
of the finline horn antenna and to optimize the gain. It
also introduces a new concept , a finline monopulse compa-
rator and presents the experimental results.
1- Electromaqne tic Horn Antennas
An open-ended waveguide can act as an antenna at
microwave frequencies with a very wide beam and low gain.
Basically there is an impedance mismatch at the open-end of
the waveguide with respect to free space. If the dimensions
of the waveguide are progressively increased to create a
considerably larger radiating aperture, a highly directive
radiation pattern can be achieved. This type of antenna is
called an electromagnetic horn.
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There are many types of horn antennas but Pyramid
and Sectoral are more commonly used and are shown in Figure
1.1.
The pyramid horns start from a rectangular waveguide
and are flared both in the E-plane and in the H-plane. The
width of the radiating aperture in the H-plane is denoted by
"A", and the height of the radiating aperture in the E-plane
is denoted by "B". The flared length of the horn in the
H-plane is denoted by MLh" and flared length of the horn in
the E-plane is denoted by "Le" as shown in Figure 1.1(a)-
Ihe sectoral horns ar e a special class of pyramid
horns. These are flared either in tne E-plane or in the
H-piane. The terminology used for pyramid horns is also
applicable to the sectoral horns.
2. Finline Horn Antennas
In finline, a dielectric substrate with metal strips
on one or both sides is suspended in the E-plane of a
rectangular waveguide. Sharma [ Eef . 2] classified finline
with metal on one side of the dielectric as unilateral
finline and that with metal on both sides of the dielectric
as bilateral finline. A bilateral finline is shown in Figure
1.2. If the fins are made X/H , the open circuit from the
waveguide opening should reflect back as a short at the edge
of the fins. Thus, it can be modeled as a ridged waveguide.
According to Meier £Ref. 1 ], if the dielectric in
the E-plane of the waveguide is extended beyond the wave-
guide open end and the metal strip is flared to a
sufficiently large radiating aperture in the E-plane, the
resulting antenna can produce a nice radiating pattern. This
type of antenna nas the potential to mate with MIC's (micro-
wave integrated circuit). Integrating an antenna witn a
receiver can provide advantages in term of size, weight and
production cost. such integration is specially desireable,
1 3
(b) Sectral Horn Flared In H-Plan<
(c) Sectral Horn Flared In E-Plane
Figure 1.1 Types of Horn Antennas
14
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The quarter wavelength sections
that reflect the opens at the top
and bottom of the dielectric to
apperant shorts across the tips
of the fins (dotted lines).
Figure 1.2 Bilateral Finline.
when a large number of antenna / receiver modules are
reguired, as in a pnased array or multichannel direction
finding system.
B. BELATED HOfiK
1 . Near- Fiel d A n ten na Tes ti ng
Near-field antenna testing has not been very
commonly used in the past to improve antenna design. At
present only a few near-field measurement ranges are opera-
tional, out this technique appears to be heading for an
exponential growth in the immediate future.
Harmening [Bef. 3] presented the results of near-
field measurement made on the AN/SPY-1 phase array antenna
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at RCA Government System division in 1979. Stubenrauch and
Nemell [Ref. 4] published the results of some of the near-
field antenna measurements performed at National Bureau of
Standards and they particularly mentioned the results of
measurements made on a large microstrip phased array for
space born synthetic aperture radar (SAfi) applications and
also provided a comparison between far-field patterns
obtained from conventional techniques and those calculated
from near-field data.
2- Finline Horn Antenna
In the finline structure, longitudinal metal strips
and dielectric layers are suspended in the E-plane of a
rectangular waveguide housing to provide capacitive loading
to the quasi TE10 mode. This loading widens the single mode
bandwidth as in a similar structure, ridged waveguide.
[Ref. 1]
Meier [Ref. 1] demonstrated that by extendinq the
finline beyond the rectanqular wavequide and flarinq it in
the E-plane, a suitable radiation pattern with sufficient
gain can be achieved. The Ka band finline antenna reported
by Meier had a gain of 13.5 dB. The half power beam widths
were 44 deg. in the H-plane, and 27 deq. in the E-plane. A
simple finline taper between the aperture and the wavequide
feed provided an input VSWR of 1.8 across a 4.0 GHz band
centered at 35.0 GHz.
Musitano [Eef. 5] measured a series of radiation
patterns for finline horns already desiqned by Prof.
J.B.KDorr as shown in Fiqure 1.3. For different flare
lengths and angles he measured gain and 3 dB beam widths in
the E and H-planes. Most of the radiation patterns were
unsatisfactory and did not have clear main beams and the
side lobes were far too high. The radiation pattern of
E-plane and of H-plane are shown in Fiqure 1.4 and Fiqure
1.5 respectively.
1fc
Figure 1.3 F inline Horn Antenna.
C. POBEOSE
The main purpose of this thesis is to perform near- field
measurements on the finline horn antenna already designed by
Prof. J.B.Knorr and to highlight the causes for the unsatis-
factory far-field radiation pattern and using the near-field
measurement ooservation, redesign the finline horn antenna
with a uniform phase front. A secondary purpose is, to
combine two finline horn antennas with a finline magic-tee
to form a aonopulse comparator ana demonstrate sum and
difference radiation patterns.
17
Figure 1.4 E-Plane Badiation Pattern of Old Finline Horn.
18
L
Figure 1.5 H-Plane fladiation Pattern of Old Finline Hon
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II- THEORY
A. NEAR-FIELD ANTENNA TESTING
1 • Near-Fiel d Testing Process
Near-field antenna testing is based on the accurate
characterisaton of the RF field (phase and amplitude) of an
antenna under test over a measurement plane parallel to and
displaced a few wavelengths from the antenna aperture plane.
The RF field is measured by precisely positioning an RF
probe at uniformly spaced points in the aperture plane.
This near-field is then transformed by fast Fourier trans-
form to an E- plane far-field radiation pattern. [Ref- 3]
The area of the measurement plane is finite, and the
resulting truncation of the measured RF field defines the
maximum angles that will yield an accurate far-field
pattern. A schematic relationship and far-field cutoff angle
criterion for a planer near-field pattern range is shown in
Figure 2.1. From Figure 2.1
Qc = tan (Lx-a) /2D (egn 2. 1)
yc is the maximum angle to which far-field patterns can be
accurately determined.
2 . Error Sources
There are many error sources which contribute to the
inaccuracy of the near-field measurement. These are
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Figure 2.1 Near-Field Pattern Range Geometry.
a. Probe Position Error
The main contribution to the total fractional
far-field error is due to the probe position error. There
are t«o type of probe positioning error, the first is out of
plane displacement (z-directicn) of the RF probe and the
second is in plane horizontal (x) direction and / or vertical
(y) direction displacement of the probe. The probe is modeled
as neing at a point p*AP on the plane Z = d +&z in front of
the test antenna. There exists an error pattern due to the
difference between the desired near electric field at the
point <p,d) and the field actually measured by the probe at
the pcint (p*AP # d*&z ) as given by:
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A£t& <JL)~ ^(A *P, A***) - E t(f,*}
The displacement of the probe from a measurement plane at
the instant of measurement will cause an error in phase as
well as in magnitude, which in turn when transformed to
far-field pattern will introduce error which is a function
of antenna freguency, aperture size, illumination function
and gain. In the near-field measurement, probe positioning
is so critical that Warmening [Ref. 6] suggested probe posi-
tioning by Lasers for precise near-field measurements.
b. Probe Pattern Errors
The probe that measures the near-field of an
antenna possesses a response which weights the field of the
probe over its volume to produce a net signal and this can
introduce some error when transforming the near-field meas-
urement to the far-field pattern. There are many different
ways to overcome this error. Huss [Ref. 7] suggested tnat if
the probe antenna characteristics are known then probe
pattern correction should be applied when transforming the
near-field measurements in to far-field pattern or the sepa-
ration distance between the measurement plane and antenna
face should be increased to several wavelengths to avoid any
probe pattern error.
The probe pattern is more important for small
probes and when the measurement plane is within 1-2 wavel-
engths from the antenna face-
c. Probe Polarization Error
The probe's output not only depends upon its
position on the measurement plane but is also a function of
its polarization. If the polarization of the probe and the
antenna are not matched, the probe will not respond to all
the field present at that point. It is hard to know the
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polarization of the probe and the antenna both before hand.
Hammening [fief. 6] suggested that if it is assumed that the
probe and antenna are not well matched, two separate scans
with the probe mounted in the co-polarized and cross-
polarized configuration should be performed. This would
double the scan time and increase data reduction time. Then
data from both scan polarizations as well as from probe
calibration (if any) should be combined to obtain final
antenna RF performance.
d. Multiple Reflections
The determination of test antenna radiation
pattern from near-field measurement assumes that the meas-
ured data does not include multiple reflections from the
near by objects or testing probe etc. Both amplitude and
phase variations arising from multiple reflections can mask
the desired field distribution along the scan plane. This is
particularly true for a probe / test antenna separation
distance on the order of one wavelength and for freguencies
where the probe becomes electrically large. Grimm [fief, 8]
suggested that error due to multiple reflections could be
avoided either by increasing the probe to test antenna sepa-
ration distance or by averaging several sets of near field
data taken at various multiples of A/8 separation.
e. Instrumentation Errors
A final source of far-field error is due to the
imprecision of the near rield test instruments. As stated by
Grimm [ Ref . 8 ], typical microwave receivers measures RF
phase to within 0.05 deg for maximum amplitude input and to
within 0.5 deg when the RF signal amplitude is 20 dB down
from the maximum. Such a small phase variation contributes
negliqibe error to the far-field pattern. However, the
typical receiver's inability to measure RF amplitude
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accurately contributes significantly to the far-field
pattern error.
B. flCRN AHTEHHAS
The standard electromagnetic horn can be used either as
a primary antenna or as a reflector feed driven from a wave-
guide. Horns are flared in the E and or H-planes according
to the design reguirements. When the energy is transmitted
from the horn there may or may not be a reflection of
energy. A reflected wave will inevitably disturb the inci-
dent wave and give rise to a standing wave. If this ratio is
egual to 1, there is no reflected energy; i.e all the energy
provided by the waveguide is transmitted into space by the
horn and there is a perfect impedance match of the hern with
free space. From the Reciprocity Theorem, it follows that
under such circumstances, all the energy arriving from free
space and entering the horn will be passed to the waveguide.
The horn may therefore be considered as a transformer
between waveguide and space.
The mouth of the horn is a radiating aperture and the
the radiation from this aperture would depend upon the
distribution of amplitude and phase in the aperture plane.
In fact, it is more complicated because the external walls
of the horn contain currents which influence the far-field
radiation pattern. Therefore it is very difficult if not
impossible to make precise calculations. For horns with
large aperture, it is the amplitude and phase distribution
of the aperture field which has the predominating influence
on the radiation pattern. For horns with dimensions which do
not exceed one or two wavelengths the effect of currents
circulating on the external walls becomes appreciable.
(Ref. 9]
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The field variation across the aperture of an electro-
magnetic horn is similar to the field distribution of the
TE10 mode across a rectangular waveguide. The field ampli-
tude distribution is uniform in the E-plane and obeys
approximately a cosine law in the H-plane. If we consider
the aperture of a horn in the H-plane the field intensity is
maximum at the center of the horn and falls gradually to the
sides and at the side wall of the horn, the field vanishes.
Therefore we can define the aperture of a horn in the
H-plane in another way; half the radiating aperture (A/2) is
egual the distance from the point of maximum field amplitude
to the point where the field amplitude becomes sufficiently
negligible.
According to Thourel [fief. 9], the beam width in the
E-plane and in the H-plane for a regular horn antenna can be
approximated by 5 1*
-VB and 69* A/A respectively.
According to Ghandi [fief. 10: p. 140] for the optimum design
the gain of a pyramid horn can be approximated by
0. 5*4TT * (hB/jt* ) , the gain of a sectoral horn flared in the
H- plane can be approximated by 0.63*4^ *(AB/a*" ), and the
gain of a sectoral horn flared in the E-plane can be approx-
imated by 0.65*411 * (AB/>T ) . The constant terms 0-5,0.63
and 0.65 are illumination factors. Therefore, the gain of
any pyramid or sectoral horn can be approximated by
Gain = (constant) *4TT* (AB/^ ) (egn 2.2)
where the constant is the illumination efficiency.
Equation 2.2 can also be written as
Gain = C * (AB/^) (egn 2.3)
where C = (Illumination efficiency) * 4TT .
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1 . Finline Horn Antenn a
The theory and design considerations for a finline
horn are not altogether different from those for a standard
electromagnetic horn. For the standard electromagnetic horn
the medium of propagation is air , where as in the finline
horn the medium of propagation is partially dielectric
material and partially air.
Basically the finline horn is fed from a slot and
the slot can be transitioned from waveguide, coaxial cable
or from another microwave device e.g. finline magic-tee,
depending upon the design reguirements. The width of the
slot is very critical. If it is fed from a coaxial cable it
should match the impedance of the coaxial cable, if it is
fed from another microwave device it should match the
impedance of that device and if it is transitioned from a
waveguide, then the width of the slot is a variable param-
eter. The waveguide can be matched to the desired width of
the slot by taper design as described by Adalbert and Ingo
[Ref. 11].
In addition to the slot width, the height of fins in
the waveguide is also an important factor in the design of
finline horns. For the ideal design the height of fins
should be A/2 , so that the short from the waveguide wall
should reflect back as a short at the edge of the fins. In
that case the finline can be modeled as a riged waveguide.
The ideal design reguirement for the slot width and the fin
height are difficult to meet, but through suitable selection
of dielectric material both conditions can be satisfied. If
under some circumstances the condition of A/2 for fins can
not be satisfied, then the finline cannot exactly be modeled
as a ridged waveguide but it can De visualized as two fins
in the waveguide and most of the field will concentrate
between the fins depending upon the dielectric constant of
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the material. Id our experiment, we will consider finlrne
horn driven with different slot widths and discuss the
results obtain from these changes.
For the finline horn, we have physical control of
the flare length, flare angle and radiating aperture in the
E-plane, but we have no physical control on the parameters
in the H-plane. However by using different dielectric
material, we can control the effective aperture length in
the H-plane.
As mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, half of
the radiating aperture (A/2) in the H-plane can be defined
from the maximum field strength point to the point where the
field becomes negligible. If we use the higher dielectric
constant material, more field will be concentrating in the
dielectric and the point of negligible field strength will
move closer to the center, thereby reducing the aperture
size in the H-plane. Therefore, we can control the radi-
ating aperture in the H-plane by using different dielectric
materials. Mathematically we can define the H-plane radi-
ating aperture (A) by tne following eguation,
A = K1 * 1 / (Er)** or A />, = K1 * 1 / (Er) (eqn 2.4)
where K1 and K2 are constants.
Now considering the simplified gain equation of 2.3,
we knew the physical dimensions of B/\ of the finline horn
and we can approximate the dimensions of A/\ from Eguation
2.4 . If we substitute the A/\ from Equation 2.4 into
Equation 2.3 , we get
Gain = C1 * —
r
^ (eqn 2.5)
Where C1 and C2 are constants.
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If by some means we can find the values of the
constants C1 and C2, then we can approximate the gain of a
finline horn antenna. We will use the experimental approach
to find the values of C1 and C2 in the next chapter-
Similarly the beamwidth in E and H-planes can be approxi-
mated by K1*>/B and K2*(Er) respectively and constant terms
can be found from the experimental results.
2 . Design Considerations for the Finline Horn Antenna
There are many design parameters which need to be
considered for the design of a finline horn antenna. In the
following paragraphs we will discuss each one of them-
Given the gain and beamwidth of the finline horn
antenna, we need to calculate the flare length (Le) , flare
angle, radiating aperture (B) and Er. The flare length is
normally defined in terms of number of wavelengths in the
dielectric. The Le normally depends upon the gain we want
and how long a horn antenna we can afford to make. A series
of curves for different Le's has been shown by Jasik
[Eef. 12;p. 10-6]. These curves are plotted for b/> vs
Ge* (A/a) . For a specific le, the Ge* (>/a) increases with
an increase in b/\ and reaches an optimum value and any
further increase in b/\ beyond the optimum value decreases
the Ge* (>/a) . As mentioned previously, we nave no physical
dimensions in the H-plane, however we have established an
equivalence in terms of dielectric constant. He can still
use these curves but cannot calculate the exact gain. One
might consider taking b/^ for the optimum value, but tnis is
not always the best solution because in addition to hign
gain we need a well defined mam beam and low side lobes.
Jasik [ Ref . 12:p„ 10-4] shows the universal radiation
patterns in the E and H-planes. These Figures have ceen
repiotted in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. As shown in Figure 2.2
,
for lower side lobes we need to have a lower value of
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maximum phase deviation in wavelength (S) , which is defined
by
S = B / (8 * A * Le) (egn 2.6)
Where B is radiation aperture in E-plane
Le is flare length in E-plane
and A is wavelength in air.
From Figure 2.2, we can see that for a good radiation
pattern, we need to have S < 0.125. A higher value of S will
give a completely distorted radiation pattern. These curves
of Figures 2.2 and 2.3 are for design of regular horn
antennas. Now tne guestion arises as to wether we can use
these curves for a finline horn and if so wether we should
take the wavelength in air or dielectric. We will show in
our experiment that these curves are still applicable. Me
sould use the wavelength in air for calculation of S because
when waves leaves the radiating plane they are in the air.
The Figure 2.3 shows the universal radiation patterns in
the H-plane. These patterns are also functions of maximum
phase deviation (in wavelengths) in the H-plane. Maximum
phase deviation in wavelengths (T) is defined by
T = A / (8 * A * Lh) {egn 2.7)
Where A is radiation aperture in H-plane
Lh is flare length in H-plane
and A is wavelength in air.
In equation 2.7, most of the terms are unknown in tne case
of a finline horn. We can see from Figure 2.3 that for this
case also a lower value of T is desireable. However, a
higher value of T will not seriously distort the pattern,
&ut will give a wide pattern, which can be controlled by
suitable choise of dielectric material.
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From the above paragraphs we can concluded that
radiating aperture (B), flare length (Le) , flare angle and
Er are interrelated and they need to be carefully selected
according to the design requirements.
3- Uniform Phase Front Finline Horn Antenna
The radiation from an aperture is governed by the
distribution of the fields on it. A reflector may be consid-
ered as an aperture, and its radiation pattern is governed
by its illumination. In the most general case this illumina-
tion is supplied by the horn radiating towards the
reflector. The distribution of the field at the aperture
thus depends upon the shape of the horn's radiating plane.
The field distribution at the aperture of a regular
horn antenna is quite difficult to change. However, some
methods have been discussed by Ihoural [Eef. 9]. In the
case of a finline horn antenna, the field distribution at
the radiating aperture can very effectively be varied.
Onder normal circumstances the field distribution at
the aperture has a semicirclar shape and the direction of
propagation is perpendicular to the field. If we visualize,
we have a diverging field. To achieve a uniform phase front
at the radiating aperturre, then the field must be
propagating parallel to the Z-direction. In the following
paragraphs, we will discuss a method to oDtain a uniform
phase front on a finline horn antenna.
For a uniform pnase front, basically what we want is
to slow down the field in the center or make the field at
the edges to go fast, so that at the horn moutn, ail the
wave elements have the same phase. This can be done in
several ways. One of tne methods we considered was to drill
noles in the dielectric edges to make the wave move faster
on the edges and gradually slow down in the center. This
concept is quire difficult to implement because it is hard
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Figure 2-2 Dniversal Eadiation Pattern in E-Plane
(After Jasik, ref. 12).
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Figure 2.3 Universal Eadiation Pattern in H-Plane
(After Jasik, ref. 12).
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to calculate the exact size, numbers and position of the
holes. The second method we considered was to extend the
dielectric beyond the horn mouth in a particular shape, so
that the waves in center should keep on moving at the speed
in the dielectric and at the edges the wave should move at
the speed in the air and in some plane in front of the horn









Figure 2.4 Finline Horn Antenna with Uniform Phase Front.
Ihe finline hern antenna with extended dielectric is
shown in Figure 2.4. Where plane acb is the aperture plane,
the curve adb is a constant phase surface, and curve aeb is
the extended dielectric shape to produce a uniform phase
front at an imaginary plane xey. If we carefully visualize
the Figure 2-4, we are introducing a converging lens in
front of the aperture plane.
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The lens theory is not a new concept. It has Deen
previously considered by Fradin [ Eef . 13], but he put a
particular shape of dielectric in the mouth of the regular
horn antenna in order to change the phase front in a desired
way. In that method the wave was transitioning from air to
dielectric and back to air. In the finline horn antenna, we
are extending the dielectric and it is the shape of the
dielectric which produces the uniform phase front at an
imaginary plane. In the following section we will derive the
eguation to calculate the precise length of extended dielec-
tric beyond the aperture.
L_
Figure 2.5 Geometry of Uniform Phase Front.
The finline horn antenna is symmetrical about its
center axis, therefore we will only consider half as shown
in Figure 2.5. Here L is the flare length from origin to the
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constant phase surface, is the flare angle, ey is the
uniform phase surface, P is the length of tne extended
dielectric at the center, Q is tne radial length from edge
of horn to the uniform phase front and b is the radial
length of the extended dielectric at an angle
We need to calculate the radial extension (d) in
terms of angle from the origin. In order to ottain a
uniform phase front at plane ey as shown in Figure 2.5, we
need to make the distances p , Q and a b electrically the
same- It was assumed during these calculations that inci-
dent field at the edge of dielectric is perpendicular to tne
dielectric shape, therefore reflection can ce neglected.
Q = F JTr = a + b Jet (e^n 2.3)
Froa triangle oye of Figure 2.5,
L+P=(L + £)* CCS («M (eqn 2.9)
Substituting P in term of Q from Equation 2.8 in Equation
2.9.
L P = ( L PjTr") * COS (Jg (eqn 2. 10)
From Equation 2.10,
Ci-COScM
p - --=• * L (eqn 2.11)
c/ErCOS<* -1)
This will give us the maximum height of dielectric at the
center. In order to calculate the heignt "b" in term of
angled. From triangle oze of Figure 2.5,
(!£) = (L«-a*b)* CCS(^) (eqn 2. 12)
where ^ £ < dk
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From figure 2.5, when P=
R = L*P or b = P
and wnen P = cJ\
E = L or b =
From Equation 2.12,
LCI-COS 0) + P
a + b ( e<3 n 2.13)
COS &
From Equation 2.8, we know that
a + bJTr = PjTF (eqn ^.14)
Solving simultaneously tee Equation 2.13 and Equation 2.14,
we get
LCI-COS 0) + PCl-/E~rCOs£ )
b -p=. (eqn 2.15)
COS^Cl-JEr)
Suds tit uting value or ? from Equation 2.11 into Equation
2.15,
C 1- JE^COS ) C 1-COSc^ )
C1-COS0) + -,= ;
CfErCOS^-1)
b p= * L (eqn 2. 1o)
COS£ Cl-jEr)
This formula for "b " can be evaluated in some
computer, which can draw toe exact shape of the extended
dielectric for the uniform pnase rront.
C. flCNOPOLSE HADAB AKTENNAS
The typical monopulse radar antenna system consists of
four identical reflector feeds, interconnected with three or
more magic-tees. The signals to and irom tne four feeds are
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added and subtracted in various combinations to produce
three outputs.
All four of the feeds are summed together in phase to
produce the sum channel. This signal is connected to the
radar via a traditional T/R (transmit/receive) device.
The two difference channels provide the tracking infor-
mation. Tne elevation port developes the difference of the
upper and lower feeds, while the azimuth port produces the
difference netween the left and right elements. If a mono-
pulse antenna is pointing exactly at a target there will be
a strong signal in the sum channel and absolutely no signal
in either tne elevation or azimuth channels. The null in the
difference channels is the result of shifting two identical
signals 180 degrees from each other, and then adding them
together. The phase shifting and addition is accoapiisned in
the magic-tees.
The radar return from a target that is slightly left of
the monopulse antenna extended center line will reach the
left elements of the antenna before it reaches the right
elements. This will produce a slight phase shift between the
two returning pulses in the azimuth channel.
With this alignment, there will not be complete cancel-
lation after the two signals are shifted by 180 degrees and
then added. The resulting "difference" signal will increase
in amplitude and shift in phase as the target gets farther
away from the antenna boresight. There will also be a 130
degree phase shift in the difference channel as a target
crosses the antenna boresight. [Ref. 14]
Since the null in the difference port can only occur
with exact target/ antenna alignment, it signifies the exact
center of both the sum and difference antenna patterns.
When this information is combined with range data, the
target's location can be limited to an arc on the plane that
bisects the two halves of the antenna. The point where tne
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elevation and azimuth arcs cross, is directly in front of
the antenna. The line between the monopulse antenna and this
point is commonly referred to as the boresight of the
antenna
.
If the outputs of the difference channels are monitored
while a target is within the main beam of the sum pattern;
the target can be classified as exactly centered, a little
left, a little right, a little low, a little high, or a
comoination of these directions.
As defined by Skolinik [Ref. 14 ], both amplitude and
phase comparison monopulse systems use the phase of the
difference signal to determine which side of noresight the
target is on. The amplitude comparison system uses the rela-
tive amplitude of the difference channel (as compared to the
sum channel) to determine how far a target is from the
extended center line, while the phase comparison system
obtains this information from the exact phase of the differ-
ence channel.
These technigues were initially called simultaneous
lohing, since all four lobes are sampled during each and
every returning radar echo. The trait of obtaining a
complete tracking solution in only one pulse, finally lei to
the current designation of "Monopulse". [Bef. 14]
Earlier tracking radars such as conical scanning and
lobe switching systems reguired numerous pulses to obtain
the same information. The accuracy of these older systems
was often degraded by tne pulse to pulse amplitude varia-
tions. Monopulse systems, which are free of distortion, have
achieved tracking accuracies of 0.003 degrees. [fief- 14]
Two popular forms of amplitude comparison monopulse









Square Monopulse Feed, with -four Horns,
and -four Magic-Tees. The Sum Port is
connected to the Transmit/Receive Device
The Difference Ports provide inputs to
the Target Tracking Circuits.








Diamond Shaped Monopulse Feed, with four
Horns, and three Magic-Tees. The Sum Port
1s connected to the Radars Transmit/Receive
device. The Difference Ports provide Inputs
to the Target Tracking Circuits.
Figure 2.7 Diamond Shaped Monopulse Feed.
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III. EXPERIMENT
A- NEAR-FIELD ANTENNA TESTING
For the near-field antenna testing, the first thing
required is some sort of mechanism to hold the test antenna
in a fixed position and to position and move the measurement
prone precisely in steps, parallel to the antenna aperture
plane. Ihe test-bench made for this purpose is shown in
Figure 3.1. This test-bench was made mostly of wood, except
the slotted line , which was used for positioning the meas-
urement probe. During measurement, the test-bench was
completely covered with echosorb to avoid any reflection
from nearby objects / instruments.
The following test equipment was used to complete the
near-field test set-up.
1. HP 9845B Computer with 11863E software.
2. HP 8409C Vector Network Analyzer.
3. Designed Test-Eench.
The complete set-up is shewn in Figure 3.2. The aost
important piece in the set-up is the network analyzer. The
network analyzer measures the reflected and / or transmitted
power and displays it as the S-parameters of a 2-port
network. This equipment is controled by the HP 9du55
computer using 11863E software.
The finline horn antenna shown in Figure 1.3 was fixed
on the test bench as shown in Figure 3.1, such that its
E-plane was parallel to the ground and to the 5-band slot-
line used for probe positioning. A very small loop antenna
was used as a measurement probe, wnicn was considered the
best possible choice. The antenna was connected to the
networx analyzer unknown port and the measurement prone was
4 1
Figure 3.1 Near-Field Measurement Test- Bench-
connected to the transmission port as shown in Figure 3.2.
The system was calibrated to measure S21, the transmission
coefficient at the particular probe position.
For near-field measurement, the number of measurements,
step size for measurement and the separation distance
between the test antenna and measurement plane are very
important, when transforming from near-field measurements to
the far-fiej.d pattern, the number of measured samples should
ce a power of 2 and if the number of samples is not a power
of 2 , it should be padded up wrth zero's to make the total
samples equal to the required number. The measurements were
made at 10.0 GHz, w hicn gives tne wavelength of 30 mm. In















Figure 3.2 Hear-Field Measurement Set-up.
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decided to chose a separation distance of 5 mm, which was
much smaller than the wavelength. When N discrete near-
field measurements are transformed to obtain the far- field
pattern, it gives N discrete points of the far-field, and
these points are converted to far-field pattern with the
following eguation,
where Q is the beam angle,
N is total number of near-field measurements,
n is the far-field discrete point number,
and 5S is the step size.
The visible limits for any far-field pattern are £ 90
deg., if we want far-field pattern up to visible limits ,
then n = N / 2 and Q = 90 deg., if we substitute tnese in
Equation 3.1, we get SS ^ A/ 2. The test antenna used for
near-field measurements had an aperture of 100 ram, we
elected to use 5 mm step size in order to nave enough meas-
urements to transform.
The slotted line used for probe positioning was
accurately positioned parallel to the antenna aperture. 16
measurements were taken on either side of the antenna center
with a step size of 5 mm apart, which gave a total scan
plane of 1b0 mm. Substituting these values in the Eyujtion
2.1, gives the far-field limits of ±80.2 deg.
During near-field antenna testing, to avoid any probe
pattern and / or probe polarization error, we decided to
take the same measurements by turning the probe at four
different positions, two in the co-polarizaticn plane and
two in the cross- polarization plane. Throughout this thesis
"loop deg." is the probe in the co-polarization plane and
"loop 180 deg." is also the probe in the co-polarization
plane but 180 deg. shifted from "loop deg." measurement
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position. Similarly the "loop 90 deg. " is the loop in the
cross-polarization plane and "loop -90 deg." is also the
prone in the cross-polarization but 180 deg. shifted from
the "loop 90 deg." measurement position. "Loop deg." and
"loop 180 deg." measurements are vectorally added to compen-
sate for any probe pattern error. "Loop 90 deg." and "loop
-90 deg." measurements are vectorally added to the "loop
deg." and "loop 180 deg." to compensate for any probe
polarization error.
The near-field data (phase and amplitude) from each of
the fcur scans was then input to a program written for IBM
main frame computer, which calculates the resultant from the
measured data. It also normalizes the phase and magnitude
with respect to the highest value, and performs the fast
Fourier transform on the resultant in order to obtain the
far-field pattern. The listing of the computer program is
included as Appendix C.
The normalized magnitude of measured and resultant field
is shown in Figure 3.3 and the phase of the measured and
resultant field is shown in Figure 3.4. From Figure 3.3 it
can be seen that resultant field is mainly function of the
field in the co-polarization plane and the cross-
polarization field contributes negligibly to the resultant,
therefore for the calculation of the resultant field, the
cross-polarization measurements need not be considered. If
we carefully visualize the magnitade of the "loop deg-"
and "loop 180 deg." measurements in Figure 3.3, it can be
seen that the "loop deg." measurement are mirror image of
the "loop 180 deg." measurements, but their peaks are not
aligned and are not symmetrical about origin. It can also
oe seen from Figure 3.4, that there is a phase shift between
tne measurements. Since the test antenna is symmetrical and
we expect to have symmetrical field distribution anout the
origin, it will be more reasonanle to ta Ke only one
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measurement in the co-polarization plane and then add the
mirror image of the same measurement oy aligning the peaks
of the magnitude. This procedure will be more accurate and
will eliminate any probe pattern error- The normalized
magnitude of measured and resultant field obtained with tnis
procedure is shown in Figure 3-5. The measured, resultant
and theoretical phase of an electromagnetic horn as
explained by Jordan and Balmain [fief. 15] is shown in Figure
3.6.
B. OESEBVATIOH OF NEAB FIELD MEASOBEMEHT
It was observed during the near-field measurement that a
slight movement on the top or bottom of the antenna greatly
changes the amplitude of the field, which clearly shows the
fact that field was also radiating from the top and bottom
of the dielectric-
Ccmparing the resultant phase with the theoretical phase
shown in the Figure 3.6, it can be seen tnat theoretical
phase shifts parabolically to the sides, whereas the resul-
tant measured phase only approximates this shape. The phase
deviations across the aperture contribute to loss of main
beam gain and an increase in sidelobe levels-
Fourier transform of the near-field measurements was
converted to a far-field pattern using the Equation 3.1.
Far-field pattern was not very accurate because it was was
being predicted with only 11 points, therefore it did not
have the resolution.
C. BEDESIGH OF FIVLIhE HOfi
N
In this section, we will improve upon the design of the
finline horn antenna and discuss the different parameters
which can effect the performance of the finline horn. As a
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the antenna through the dielectric, we decided to make the
metallic flared strip throughout of uniform width- The strip
width can be made *V4, so that the open from the edge of
the fins should reflect back as a short or it can be made
<V2 in which case we put a copper tape on the outer edge of
the fins so that the short at the outer edge reflects back
as a short at the fins inner edge.
The new design of finline horn antenna with some of the
variable parameters is shown in Figure 3.7. In addition to
the parameters shown in Figure 3.7, the dielectric constant
of the material and the maximum phase deviation in wavel-
engths, (S) , also influences the far-field radiation
pattern. For the initial design, we selected Er = 2.5a. «ith
this dielectric constant it was not possiole to obtain a fin
height of A/2, as explained in preceding section, taerefore
we had choice of selecting the different slot width and to
find the optimum size of slot from experimental results.
The slot was matched to the waveguide by a taper design-
A computer program was written on HP 9845 I computer,
which draws the outline of finline horn antennas with tne
specified parameters and uniform phase front on a HP 9872C
plotter. This drawing can then further be used for etching
of the horn antenna on the substrate. The listing of the
program is included as Appendix B. A finline horn antenna
with test fixture is shown in Figure 3.3.
The technigue of optimization by trial and error was
used to find the best design of the finline horn antenna,
The different designs of finline horns fabricated and tested
are listed in table I with their parameters and some of tne
finline horn antennas tested are shown in Figure 3.9.
A Microiine 56X1 regular standard gain horn was used as
a reference, to compare the shape of the radiation pattern
and calculate the gain of the finline horns. Most of our
radiation patterns were taken at 10.0 GHz, the Microiine
56X1 had a gain of 16.2 dB at this frequency.
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Figure 3.7 New Design of Finline Horn Antenna.
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1Figure 3.8 Finline Horn Antenna »ith Test Fixture.
D. RESULTS FOE FINLINE HOEN ANTENNAS
In this section, we will discuss the results of the
far-field radiation patterns obtained from the different
designs of finline horn antennas and to find out the effect
of different parameters over the performance of the finline
horn antenna.
Before considering the radiation pattern, it is u^:-
tant to mention a few possible ractors which could
contribute to the asymmetry of the measured pattern.
The layout or the radiation chamber is shown in Figure
3.10. It can be seen that the chamrer is not symmetrical and
particularly, at +3b degree Deam, the test antenna fices a
snarp corner and at -36 degree beam, the test antenna faces
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TABLE I
DIFFEBE3T DESIGN OF FIN1INE HOBH AHTEMNAS
Finline Le== n* a Flare Slot Strip
WidthHCTD N Le B Angle Width S Er
A 5.5
(mm)
103.5 SRh J£3fc £ft >/4 0.26 2.54
E 5.8 110.1 88.0 47.20 2.50 V4 0.47 2.54
C 5.0 94.1 72-0 45. 00 2.50 >/4 0.37 2.54
E 5.0 94.1 72.0 45. 00 2-50 V4 0.37 2.54
E 5.0 94. 1 72.0 45. 00 2.50 >/2 0.37 2-54
F 8.0 150.6 47.6 18.20 2.50 V2 0.10 2. 54
G 10.0 188.2 53.0 16. 20 2. 50 >/2 0.10 2.o4
H1 8.0 150.6 47.6 18.20 1.60 >/2 0. 10 2.54
H2 8.0 150.6 53.3 20. 20 1.60 V2 0. 12 2.54
H3 8.0 150.6 58.5 22.20 1.60 V2 0. 15 2. 54
I 8.0 75.2 23.8 18. 20 0.50 h/2 0. 10 10.20
J 17.4 150.6 53.3 20.20 1.60 W2 0. 12 12.00
#rtffifflffl4fift^^
Figure 3.9 Some of the Finline Born Antennas Tested.
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a straight wall. Therefore at this angle, there will be
asymmetry in the measured radiation pattern. Secondly the
absorber used to avoid reflections from the chamber walls is
of very poor quality and when the test antenna is facing
toward the side walls, it receives a high reflection which




Figure 3.10 Layout of Radiation Chamber.
The X-band slotted line used as a shield for the feed to
the finline horn antennas is also not symmetrical.
Therefore, it might contribute to some extent to the asym-
metry of the measured radiation patterns of the finline horn
ant encas.
The far-field radiation patterns of finline horn
antennas and the return loss of some of the antennas are
included in Appendix A.
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Figure A. 1 shows the E-plane radiation pattern of the
finline horn "A" with uniform phase design. It had a gain
of 12.2 dB and E-plane beam width of 22.0 degrees but it haa
high shoulders. Figure A. 2 shows the E-plane radiation
pattern of finline horn "A" without uniform phase design. It
had a gain of 10.2 dB and E-plane beam width of 24.0
degrees. It can be seen from these two Figures that the
uniform phase design increases the gain by several dBs and
narrows down the beam in E-plane. The amount of increase in
gain depends upon the radiating aperture and is not a fixed
number.
Ihe Figure A. 3 shows the radiation pattern of finline
antenna "B", the far-field pattern of finline horn antenna
"B" had very high side lobes as compared to the radiation
pattern of finline horn antenna "A". This is due to the fact
that finline horn " B" had a large aperture and a nigher
value of S as compared to the finline horn antenna "A".
7' he radiation pattern of finline horn "C" is shown in
Figu. e A. 4, its sidelobes are also quite high as compared to
the finline horn "A". The finline horn "C" and "D" had same
parameters except that the finline horn "D" had a wide feed
line slot width as compared to the finline horn "C". It can
be seen from tne radiation pattern shown in Figure A. 5, that
the side lobes are even higher then the main beam. By
inserting a piece of echosorb in the opening of the wave-
guide feed the sidelobes can be reduced as shown in Figure
A. 6- This indicates that wide feed line slots cause pattern
degradation due to secondary radiation from the end of the
feed lmeshield. By inserting the echosorb in the moutn of
the waveguide, the radiation from this source was stopped
and the radiation pattern achieved with this c onf riguration
was determined only by tne finline horn antenna. But the
finline horn "C" still had a better pattern as compared to
the finline horn "D".
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The finline horn "E" had the same parameters as finline
horn MD" except that the horn "D" had a flare strip width of
>yn and the horn "E" had a strip width of A/2 and copper tape
on the outer edge to create an electrical short- The finline
horn "E" also had a wide slot width- The radiation patterns
of finline horn "E" with and without the echosorfc in the
waveguide are shown in Figures A. 7 and A. 8 respectively.
Comparing the patterns of finline horn "D" and "E", it can
be seen that finline horn "E" had better radiation pattern
as compared to the finline horn "D".
Summarizing the results of the far-field patterns of
finline horns A r B,C,D and E, for lower side lobes, a lower
value of S is desired, of the order of 0.1 or less. A slot
width of 2- 5mm gives better results as compared to a slot
width of 5.0mm because the field concentrates in the slot. A
flare strip of A/2 works better than a flare strip of A/4
because it provides a positive short at the outer edge and
reduced radiation leakage from the edges of the horn.
The finline horn "F 1 ' was made with the optimum parame-
ters obtained from the preceding results, witn S=0.1, slot
width of 2.5mm and flare strip width of A/2 with copper tape
on the outer edge and flare length of 150.6mm (Le=8*Ad) ,
which gives a radiating aperture of 47.6mm- The E-plane and
H-plane radiation patterns are shown in Figures A. 9 and A. 10
respectively. It can be seen from these Figures that the
finline horn "F" had a very clear radiation pattern with a
well defined main beam, gain of 10.7 dB and E-plane beam
width of 26.0 degrees. H-plane beam width of 36.0 degrees.
Side lobes were approximatly 13 dB below the main beam in
the E-plane and 9-10 dB below the main beam in the H-plane.
Tc further improve the gain of a finline horn , we
increased the flare length to 188.2mm (Le=10*Ad) to achieve
a wider aperture while keeping the other parameters the same
as for finline horn "F". The E-plane and H-plane radiation
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patterns of finline horn "G" are shown in Figures A. 1 1 and
A. 12 respectively. It can be seen from Figure A- 12 that it
had gain of 13. OdB in the H-plane but only 11-0 dB in the
E-plane. This discrepancy might be due to the fact that the
finline antenna in the E-plane might not be pointing exactly
at the transmitting antenna center and may be tilted down
due to its extra length. The finline horn "G " had a beam
width of 22.0 degrees in the E-plane and 36.0 degree in the
H-plane. We were able to obtain the higher gain by
increasing the width of the radiating aperture, but with the
available dielectric material and under these laboratory
conditions, it was not possible to make large antennas.
Next we considered improving the gain by further
reducing the slot width. The finline horn "HI" had the same
parameters of finline horn "F" but the slot width was
reduced to 1.6mm. The E-plane and H-plane radiation patterns
of finline horn "HI" are shown in Figures A. 13 and A- 1
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respectively. The finline horn "H1" had a gain of 12.2 dB
and beamwidths of 25 deg. and HO deg. in the E and H-planes,
respectively. The side lobes at 36 deg. were approximatly
9 dB lower than the main oeam. It can be seen from Figure
A. 13 that E-plane side lobes are nigher on one side as
compared to the other side. This is probably due to the
shape of the radiation chamber and multi patn reflections
from the corners of the chamber. The finline horn M H1" had
1.5dB higher gain as compared to the finline horn "F". This
shows, that a slot width of 1.6mm gives better results as
compared to a slot width of 2.5mm. Therefore, for other
experiments we used a slot width of 1.6mm.
The finline horn "H1" had a flare angle of 18.2 degrees.
We made two more antennas with tae same parameters as
finline horn "HI" but with different flare angles. The
finline horn "H2" had a flare angle of 20.2 deg. and finline
horn "H3" had a flare angle of 22.2 deg- The finline horn
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"H2" had a gain of 13.3 dB- Beam widths were 23.0 deg. and
36.0 deg. in the E-plane and the H-plane, respectively. The
E-plane side lobes were 12.0 dB lower than the main beam.
The radiation pattern of horn"H2" in the E-plane and in the
H-plane are shown in Figures A. 15 and A. 16 respectively.
The f inline horn "H3" had a gain of 12.0 dB and tne beam
widths were 22.0 deg. and 40. deg. in the E-plane and the
H-plane respectively. The sidelobes were 10.0 - 12.0 dB
lower than the main beam. The radiation patterns of
horn M H3" in the E-plane and the H-plane are shown in Figures
A. 1 8 and A. 19 respectively.
The gain of finline horn antennas "H1"," H2" and »H3"
were measured for a frequency range of 8.2 GHz to 12.4 GHz
and are shown in Figure 3-11. The reflected power of finline
horn antennas ,,H1" # "H2" and "H3" were measured on the vector
network analyzer from 8.0 GHz to 12.4 GHz. The reflected
power vs freguency of finline antennas "H1"» "H2" and "H3"
is shown in Figures A. 24, A. 25 and A. 26 respectively. It can
be seen from Figure 3.11 that finline horn "H1" and "H2" had
a steady gain over a band of frequency but the finline horn
"H3" had a very oscillating gain. The finline horn antenna
"H1" had a gain of 12.75±0.25 dB over a band of 9.8 GHz to
11.6 GHz with a VSh'R of 1.67. The finline horn antenna "H2 H
had a gam of 14.001 0.75 dB over a band of 9.8 GHz to 12.2
GHz with a VSWE of 1 . 43.
Up to this point all the finline horns were designed for
a uniform phase front. If we extend the dielectric further,
we can make a converging lens. In order to see the effect of
this extra lens beyond the lens already extended for the
uniform phase front, we extended the dielectric of finline
horn "H2" in a half circle shape and measured the gain for a
frequency range of 6.2 GHz to 12.4 GHz. The E-plan radiation
pattern of finline horn "H2" witn converging lens is shown
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Figure 3.11 Gain of Finline Horn H1, H2, and H3-
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that it had a gain of 13-0 dB , 20.0 deg. beam width in the
E-plane and the side lobes were 12.0 db lower than the main
beam. The gain of finline horn "H2" with uniform phase lens
and M H2" with converging lens is shown in Figure 3.12. It
can be seen that finline horn "H2" with uniform phase lens
had an overall higher gain as compared to the finline horn
"H2" with converging lens.
In the preceding paragraphs, we have considered the
effect of the different parameters like "S", slot width,
strip width, lens effect, flare length (Le) and flare angle.
In the following paragraphs we will consider the effect of
the dielectric constant (Er).
We made a finline horn "I" with Er=10.2, the slot was
transitioned fron the coaxial cable and tae width of the
slot was match to the impedance of the coaxial cable. The
parameters are shown in Table I. The E-plane and the H-plane
radiation patterns are shown in Figures A. 20 and A. 21
respectively. This horn had a gain of 4.0 IB. The oeam
widths in the E-plane and the H-plane were 36.0 deg. and
96.0 deg. respectively. The side lobes were 14.0 dB lower
than the main beam in the E-plane. This horn was used for
the design of the monopulse comparator.
In order to see the effect of dielectric constant (Sr)
over a wide radiating aperture, we made tne finline horn "J"
with tne same dimensions as finline horn "H2" , but on an
Er=12.0 substrate. Ihe radiation patterns of tais horn in
the £ and H-planes are shown in Fijures A. 22 and A. 23,
respectively. The reflected power is shown in the Figure
A. 27. It had a gain of 4.6 dB ,28.0 deg. and 100 deg. beam
widths in the E and H-planes respectively and the E-plane
side lobes were 16 dB down. It had a VSWR of 1.67 over the
same freguency range as finline horn "H2".
It can also be seen that the main beam pattern of
finline horn "J" was not smooth, this was probably due to
6 1
Figure 3-12 Gain of Finline Horn H2 with Different Lens.
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the fact that the wavelength in dielectric for this horn is
much smaller as compared to the finline horn " H2" made on a
lower Er material. Therefore due to the shorter wavelength
the slight rough edges on the antenna will cause phase
distortion.
In summary, the higher dielectric constant reduces the
overall gain of the antenna, does not change the beam width
in E-Flane much, but increases the beam width in H-plane by
a large amount.
Before concluding the results of the finline horn
antennas of different designs, we would like to derive an
approximate gain eguation from these results.
The finline horn "H1 M had a aperture of 47.6mm, gain of
12.2dE at 10.0 GHz and was made with Er=2.54, substituting




Finline horn "I" had a aperture of 23.8mm, gain of 4-0 dB at
10.3 GHz and was made with Er=10.2. Substituting, tnese
values in Eguation 2.5 gives
4.0dB = C1» 1 Q* (egn 3.3)
Simultaneously solving the Equations 3.2 and 3.3 gives the
value of constants C 1= 23.77 and C2= 0.88, substituting
these values in Eguation 2.5, gives an approximate gain
eguation for finline horn antennas,
B
Gain = (23.77)* — ^~ . (egn 3.4)
A* CEO
The calculated gain from Equation 3.4 and the measured gain
are shown in Table II.
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1 TABLE II
CALCULATED AND MEASURED GAII
Fin line H orn Measured Gain Calculated Gain
F 10.7 dB 12.2 dB
G 12-7 dB 13.0 dB
H1 12.2 dB 12.2 dB
H2 13.3 dB 12.7 dB
H3 12.0 dB 13. 1 dB
I 4.0 dB 4.0 dB
J 4.6 dB 6.7 IE
It can be seen from Table II, that the calculated gain
is clcse to the measured gain but we do not consider that
the value of constants are exact , because the finline horn
antennas used for the derivation were being optimized by the
experimental results and only two finline horns were tested
on different dielectric constant substrate- However, it can
be seen that the theoretical aspect explained in Chapter 2
works and the exact gain equation can be derived by the
optimum designed finline horn antenna tested in an ideal
conditions and with different type of substrate. In a
similar way, the equation for beam widths can also be
derived.
The summary of all the finline horns tested is as
follows.
The gain of the finline horn is directly proportional to
the radiating aperture in the E-plane and decreases with
increasing value of dielectric constant, Sr. The dielectric
constant controls the beam width in the H-plane and the neam
width in the E-plane is mostly controlled by the aperture
size. The E-plane beamwidth has very little dependence on
dielectric constant.
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The shape of the radiation pattern mostly depends upon
the phase deviation in tne E-plane (S) and the phase devia-
tion in the H-piane {T) . For a neat radiation pattern with
clear main beam and low side lobes in the E-plane the valve
of "S" needs to be less than 0.1 and for a neat radiation
pattern in the H-plane the value of T also needs to be low.
However, a high value T does not distort the H-plane pattern
but will give a wide teamwidth.
The slot width needs to be narrow. As we saw for
Er=2.54, a slot width of 1.6mm gave nice results. A further
reduction in the slot width might improve the gain slightly.
The width of the flare strip, can be A/4 or A^2 with
copper tape on the outer edge. However, in the later experi-
ments, we concentrated on the A/2 configuration, because it
seems to reduce the field radiated from the top and bottom
edges of the antenna through the dielectric.
The extended shape of dielectric to produce a uniform
phase front at an imaginary plane increases the gain but the
use of a converging lens decreased the overall gain of the
one finline horn antenna which was tested.
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17. FIMLINE MONO POLS E COMPABATOfi
This part of thesis was jointly done by the autnor and
Rowley [fief, 16], who was working on the finline magic-tee.
A. DESIGM OF MOHOPOLSE COMPABATOfi
Two finline horns joined with a finline magic-tee made
on a single substrate can form a single channel of monopulse
comparator-
Port 1 and port 2 of the finline magic- tee [ Bef . 16]
were flared to a radiating aperture to make a finline horn
on either port. The finline horns had the same physical
dimensions as finline horn antenna "I" previously described.
The layout of the two finline horn antennas joined with a
finline magic- tee is shown in Figure 4.2. The monopulse
comparator with fixture is shown in Figure 4.1. The outputs
from the sum and difference ports were fed through micros-
trip to coaxial cable as explained by Rowley [Bef. 16] and
as shown in Figure 4.2. The comparator was etched on a
dielectric constant of 10. 2 substrate with a thickness of
0.03125 inches. The comparator was designed at 10.3 GHz
center frequency, because at this frequency the fin's height
was made ^/2, so that the short from the waveguide wall
would reflect back as a short at the inner edge of the slot-
The width of the slot was matched to the microstrip and
subsequently to the co-axial cable impedance.
The parameters of individual finline horn antennas are
determined by tne gain, beamwidth and sideiobe requirements.
The distance between the horns is also very important
because the final shape of the pattern can be controlled by
the distance between the individual elements. For the sum
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Figure 4.1 Picture of flonopulse Comparator with Fixture.
pattern the element pattern is multiplied by the normalised
cosine function and for tne difference pattern tne element
pattern is multiplied by the normalised sine function. The
distance between the nulls of the sine or cosine function
depends upon the distance betweens the element in wavel-
engths. For this design the distance between the horns was
arbitrarily chosen.
B. PESFOEMANCE OF MONOPOLSE CCMPARATOB
The microline 56X1 standard gain norn antenna was use 1
for reference patterns. The E-plane sum pattern is snovn in
Figure 4.3, it had a gain of 8.0dB and beam widtn of 24.0
degrees. From here, it can te calculated tnat the element
pattern had a gain of 5.0d3, which is 1„0d3 higher tnan the
















Figure 4.2 Layout of Monopulse Comparator.
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difference pattern is shown in Figure 4. 4, it shows a nice
null at the center. The E- plane sum and difference patterns
are shown togather in Figure 4.5. The amplified sum and
difference patterns are shown in the Figure 4.6, which shows
that the null depth in the difference pattern was greater
than 40 dB from the peak of the sum pattern. The H- plane
radiation patterns are shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. In
the H-plane the comparator had the same gain as in the
E-plane. The sum pattern had a very wide beam widtn and
thare was almost no power in the difference pattern.
The sum and difference port reflected power is shown in
Figures 4.10 and 4. 1 1 respectively. It can be seen from
these Figures that there was high reflected power on both
ports. Most of the reflection was caused by the microstrip
to coaxial cable transition because the dielectric used was
very soft. The connectors center conductor were not making a
stronge contact with the microstrips and were finally sold-
ered for continuity. It can also be seen that it had less
reflected power at the higher frequencies.
The two of these single plane comparators orthogonal to
each ether with one mere magic-tee or two of these parallel
to each other with two magic-tees can form a dual plane
finline monopulse comparator system. This type of light
weight, integrated monopulse feed system has great possioil-
ities for military and space applications in future.
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Figure 4.3 E-Plane Monopulse Comparator Sum Pattern.
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Figure 4.4 E-Plane Honopalse Comparator Difference Pattern.
7 1
L
Figure 4.5 E-Plane Monopulse Comparator
Sua and Difference Patterns.
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Figure 4.6 Amplified E-Plane Sam and Difference Patterns
For Bonopnlse Comparator.
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Pigure 4.7 H-Plane Honopulse Comparator Sum Pattern.
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Figure 4.8 H-Plane Moaopulse Comparator Difference Pattern.
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Figure 4.9 H-Plane Monopulse Comparator
Sum and Difference Patterns.
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Figure 4. 11 Honopulse Comparator
Beflected Power.
Difference Port
V. COM CLOS ION AND RECOflMEMD ATIOH
A. CGICXUSIOMS
This thesis mainly concentrated on the optimization of a
finline horn antenna and showed its application in a mono-
pulse comparator. A summary of the results is as follows:
1. The gain of the finline horn antenna is directly
proportional to the size of the radiating aperture in
the E- plane.
2. A higher dielectric constant decreases the gain of a
finline horn antenna if other parameters are held
constant.
3. The slot width need to be narrow to prevent secondary
radiation from the end of the antenna feed line. For
Er=2.54 a slot width of 1.6ma gave satisfactory
results.
4. For the lower side lobes the maximum phase deviation
in wavelengths, IS)
,
needs to be lower than 1/8. This
helps in calculating the flare angle and flare
length.
5- The beam width in the E-plane is mainly controlled ny
the size of the radiating aperture and the team width
in the H-plane is controlled by the dielectric
constant of the material.
6. A uniform phase front design increases the overall
gain of the finline horn antenna. We also saw that
further extension of the dielectric beyond the
uniform phase front design in a half circle shape to
form a converging lens, adversly affects tne perform-
ance of the antenna.
7. An approximate gain eguation for the finline horn
antenna can be derived from the experimental results
obtained for properly designed antennas witn optimum
gain and fabricated on different dielectric subs-
trates.
8. Two finline horn antennas can be integrated witn a
finline magic- tee to form a monopulse comparator.
Very nice sum and difference patterns were obtained-
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B. RECOHBEJDATIOMS
In view of the different observations made during
testing, follow up work is recommended as inicated below:
1. A better fixture for holding the f inline horn antenna
sould be designed for further experimentation.
2. The effect of different parameters on the performance
on the finline horn antenna nas been noted. However,
the thickness of the dielectric was not considered.
It might be intesting to see the effect of tne
dielectric thickness by testing the same horn fabri-
cated on different dielectric thickness material but
with the same dielectric constant.
3- The material used for the monopulse comparator was
very thin and soft. For better results the comparator
should be fabricated and tested using a hard
material. A better fixture for the monopulse compa-
rator is also teguired for any further testing.
4. It might be intersting to try making four finline
horn antennas and four magic-tees on a single soft
substrate and bending it in a U snape to form a dual
plane finline monopulse system.
5. It might be intersting to measure near-field (pnase
and amplitude) of the optimized finline horn and




Figure A.1 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "A".
Figure A. 2 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "A".
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Figure A. 5 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finiine Horn -D-.
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Figure A. 6 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "D"
with £,cnosorb in the Feedlrne Cpening.
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Figure A- 8 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn n E"
with Ecnosorb in the Feedline Opening.
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Figure A..9 Z-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "F".
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Figure A»10 H-Plane Badiatioc Pattern of Pinline Horn "Fn .
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LFigure A-11 E-Plane Badiation Pattern of Finline Horn "G 1
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Pigure Ao12 H-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "G",
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Figure A-14 H-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "H1".
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I_.
Figure A. 15 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "H2".
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Figure A- 16 H-Plane fiadiation Pattern of Finline Horn "H2".
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Figure A. 17 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finiine Horn "H2".
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L_
Figure A. 18 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "H3 1
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Figure A-19 H-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "H3 1
99
Figure A. 20 E-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "I".
100
Figure A-21 H-Plane Radiation Pattern of Finline Horn "I".
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Figure A. 24 Reflected Power of Finline Horn H H1".
10a
Figure A- 25 Reflected Power of Finline Horn a H2'
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Figure A. 26 Reflected Power of Finline Horn "H3".
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Figure A- 27 Reflected Power of Finline Horn "J".
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APPENDIX B
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IBM COMPUTER PROGRAM TO CALCULATE FAR FIELD PATTERN
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